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The National Philatelic Conventions organised by the 
Philatelic Society of Canberra every second year, have become an 
established feature of the Australian scene, and each such event 
has proved to be more notable than its predecessor. The Fourth 
Convention in March 1986 gave a good insight to all those who were 
involved in any way, of what has to be done to bring such a 
function to a successful conclusion. In the main, the Convention 
achieved its success from within the· local resources of the 
membership of the Canberra Society. It is true that a major and 
valuable contribution in the way of accommodation was made by 
Australia Post, but this does not derogate from the fact that the 
time, labour and enterprise were contributed by the local members.': 

\ 

There was another exception, and that related to the judgin~ 
of the entries. The importance of judging is something which 
should never be under-estimated, and only those who have done it 
can appreciate the onerous nature of the work. The Philatelic 
Society of Canberra includes within its membership some people who 
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are accredited and qualified judges, but, whether due to 
unavailability or other causes, the Society was unable to provide a 
full team for the Convention, and three qualified judges from 
Melbourne and Sydney were invited to participate. This, of course, 
is a sound practice, as it helps to ensure that the local judges do 
not become parochial, and that a standard is maintained which is 
uniform with that which pertains in other parts of the country. 
Nevertheless, with these exceptions, the whole of the organisation 
was confined to members of the Society within the Australian 
Capital Territory, and the Society has thus gained further 
experience in mounting exhibitions, with the resulting accretion to 
its store of expertise. 

All exhibitions are usually run by willing volunteers, and it 
is sometimes easy, for those not directly involved, to find 
faults. There was some criticism on minor points, which will be 
taken into account in preparing for the Fifth Convention in 1988, 
for which, incidentally, planning is already under way. A few 
unhelpful comments were heard, perhaps from those who may not have 
done a great deal to help, but, in general, opinions expressed by 
those who had provided the entries and by those who had viewed 
them, were that the display was of a high standard. 

Even with overall success, there are always some things which 
do little to contribute. Several months' notice had been given to 
all concerned, but there was the usual number of exhibitors who 
(sometimes persistently), were late with the submission of their 
displays. The closing date for receipt of entries was 
24th February, yet by that date, one-third had not been received, 
and some of these arrived within 48 hours of the commencement of 
judging. There can be no excuse for such tardiness, which caused 
serious disruption and inconvenience to those volunteers who had 
undertaken the demanding and physical work of mounting the 
frames. They worked in their own time,· to a tight schedule, and 
were unnecessarily handicapped in trying to keep to it. By its 
nature, frame-mounting cannot be done piece-meal. 

Closing date for submission of entry forms' had also been 
notified well in advance, and there was adequate time for intending 
exhibitors to think about what they were going to show. However, 
several entrants withdrew at a very late stage, thus requ1.r1.ng 
last-minute alterations to the Catalogue, and the rapid rounding-up 
of substitute sheets to fill the gaps in the frame. 

Occurrences such as these, (which are not unique to the Fourth 
Convention), impose an unfair burden on the organisers in their 
task of trying to create a good display in time for the official 
opening. However, as often happens, the apparently insurmountable 
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problems which threatened dj.sas ter, seemed to disappear, and 
everything fell into place by the appointed time. 

Each Convention has attracted a gratifying number of entries 
for competitive exhibition, and as exhibitions at State-level are 
intended to be vehicles for encouraging new exhibitors to break the 
ice, it was gratifying to note that 55% of all entries were from 
people who were competing for the first time. Many of these 
availed themselves of the opportunity for discussion with the 
judges about their entries. 

Reports on ancillary features of the Convention will be found 
elsewhere in this issue, and due acknowledgement will be made to 
all those who contributed to it. It can truly be claimed that 
philately in the Australian Capital Territory is in good health, 
which can only contribute to the well-being of the hobby throughout 
Australia. 

Stampex 86 in Adelaide in August will be on a considerably 
larger scale than the Canberra Convention, but the problems are the 
same. Interstate visitors were well in evidence in Canberra, and 
it is up to the local membership to reciprocate by visiting 
Stampex. However, mere attendance is not enough, and the costs of 
mounting a big exhibition increase tremendously long before the 
first paying customer goes through the doors. Many ways of giving 
advance support to Stampex have been notified, and these provide a 
most acceptable form of assistance. 

AWARDS AT 1986 CONVENTION 

The following awards were made to member of the Philatelic 
Society of Canberra at the Fourth National Philatelic Convention -

GOLD: 
S. Beresford-Wylie 
SILVER: 
P. Barsdell 
S. Beresford-Wylie 
K. Fitchett 
R.N. Gurevitch 
B.W. Jarrett 
D. Middleton 
J. Nedomlel (2) 
D. Osborn 
J.E. Parker 
J.N. Stein (2) 
A.R. Tippett (2) 
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BRONZE: 
D.M. Bogdan 
T.G. Cowley 
J.&J. Grant 
J.M. Kennett 
A.T. Lee 
G.C. Morriss 
B.S. Parker (2) 
J. Widdup 
MERIT: 
K.P. Breitkopf 
H. Karman 
C.J. Templeton 
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A GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR 
ALL COLLECTORS!! 

Consider the exce !lent advantages of participating in probably the 

best postal sales in Australia: 

Items offered are of a high qua;it.y, so you can rely 

on the catalogue descriptions; 

* There is something to suit every philatelic taste; 

* Reserve prices are given so you know your starting 

point, the minimum price that is required; 

* Catalogues are produced on high-quality paper and 

important items are photographed to assist you; 

* Postal inspection and free photocopy services are 

available; 

* Interstate visitors are welcome to request to view 

lots outside of normal viewing times; 

* Payment by Bankcard is welcome and encouraged; 

* You are not at any disadvantage against local 

bidders as there is no 'room' participation; and 

* I do not charge any form of buyer's commission! 

Collectors of everything from the most straightforward stamps to 

specialized Postal Stationery, to superb items of Postal History car1 

expect to find material to their liking in my sales. 

Write or phone today for a FREE copy of my next catalogue. 

(LICENSED PHILATELIC AUCTIONEER) 

lst fl/397 LITTLE COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE 3000 

TELEPHONE: (03) 67 5626 - 24 hours service 
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POSTAL HISTORY COLUMN - LITERATURE 

E.C. Druce 

A few issues of Capital Philately ago (November 1983) I 
covered the subject of periodicals devoted to postal history. They 
are published by Societies whose major interest is postal history 
and I listed their names and addresses. Several members of the 
Philatelic Society of Canberra have since joined some of these 
Societies, so are well on the way to learning more about our hobby. 

While journals may be the cutting edge of postal history 
knowledge, more and more books are being published on the 
subject. I have no wish to steal Phil.Litt 1 s thunder but I thought 
a resum~ of some literature and its use to the collector could be 
of interest. I was also spurred on by an article in the 
collectables section of a weekly business magazine. The subject 
was coins but it makes no difference. The message was that at the 
same time that you invest the first one hundred dollars in coins, 
you should invest the same amount in literature. This is doubly 
true for postal history because the subject is so wide and the 
variations immense. So much so that it~can justifiably be claimed 
that every commercial cover is different. 

Perhaps it is time for a few illustrations. Recently Gibbons 
have been putting a synopsis of stamp values on cover at the 
beginning of each section of their Commonwealth catalogue (the Red 
Book). At about the time this practice started I bought the 
Ascension cover illustrated below at a price that the dealer 
calculated on the discounted catalogue price for the used stamps 
off cover. With the help of Gibbons, collectors can now judge 
whether stamps on cover are a bargain or not, and the dealer finds 
it easier to ascertain the correct price to charge. 

This gets me back to my basic view of life - philatelic 
bargains are won when the collector knows more than the dealer and 
more than the collectors who preceded him in declining to purchase 
the item at the price requested. Now I am the first advocate of 
collecting for pleasure, but it is surprising how often obtaining a 
bargain provides pleasure! 

The trouble with the example above is that the relevant 
knowledge was gleaned from Gibbons, virtually a universal piece of 
literature, and therefore the majority of collectors and dealers 
are made aware of the knowledge contained within it simultaneously. 

Perhaps I can take the illustration further to show where the 
learned begin to depart from the lay person. Gibbons give a 
blanket mark-up for stamps on cover and pay no attention (nor could 
they) to the off ice from whence the cover emanated. Let 1 s take 
British Somaliland as an example. It is now subsumed in the Somali 
Republic so there 1 s plenty of modern postal history invo!.ved, but 
our story is concerned when this part of the Horn of Africa was a 
British Protectorate. 
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Gibbons list the first George VI stamps issued in 1938 as 
being worth x3 on cover. I have no quarrel with that,but remember 
that this geographic entity had a capital Hargeisa and a major port 
Berbera, which account for most of the mail. Therefore knowledge 
of the small offices such as Sheikh, Burao or Zaila and their 
postmarks means that collectors can stay ahead of the game. The 
name of the game is therefore to know more than your opposition,and 
that means a library, either the Society's or your own, but 
preferably both. 

In terms of Australian postal history there has been a deluge, 
or at least a gentle patter, of books recently. Queensland has 
been well-served with the publication of "Queensland Cancellations 
and other Postal Markings 1860-1913" by Campbell, and a classic in 
terms of basic research, Joan Frew's "Queensland Post Offices 1842-
1980 and Receiving Offices 1867-1927". The Campbell book amongst 
many other things discusses the use of post office obliterators at 
railway parcel offices and railway cancellers at post offices. 

Now this may seem slightly esoteric but it can change a ten 
cent into a ten dollar item. The cover illustrated shows the 
railway canceller used at Muckadilla on a postal item - Campbell 
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helped me spot that one in a ten cent box and repaid in one fell 
swoop the cost of the book. 

New South Wales postal history has received a stimulus with 
the publication of Hopson's book on "N.S.W. and Australian Capital 
Territory Post Offices". This is a gold mine of information. From 
the same stable come Richard Peck's "N.S.W. Travelling Post 
Offices" and his "Australian Postal History: T for Tax" written 
jointly with David Collyer. 

Tasmanian postal history is served up in two parts of 
"Tasmania: The Postal History and Postal Markings". The first 
part, · long out of print, has been recently reprinted, so get it 
while you can. In the case of Victori~ you can still get Purves' 
"Postal History of the Port Phillip District", and the postal 
history of individual locations has been stimulated by Prince's 
"The Postal History of Brighton" and Ewers' "Postmarks and Postal 
History of Warrnambool and District". 

Compared with other S.tates, South Australia has been poorly 
served, although Rodney Overton has produced some information. His 
book on squared circles enabled me to recognize the gem illustrated 
below, a RRRR rated mark in a junk box. 

I've left Western Australia until last, not because eastern 
staters always do, but because the literature on postal history is 
extensive and of high quality. What's morel it provides ample 
evidence that collecting postal history literature is an investment 
in its own right. The high award-winning book by Hamilton and Pope 
on "Western Australia: The Stamps and Postal History" would have 
cost you less than twenty dollars when it was published in 1980. 
Now it will cost you ninety dollars if you can find a copy. What 
1980 stamp issue is worth five times face? Juhl has published 
three volumes, still available and invaluable, and the Western 
Australia Study Circle has commenced publishing, in parts, "Western 
Australia: The Postal Markings Illustrated". There are just a few 
of the books on Western Australia which are still available. 

My last example combines the investment and the knowledge 
advantages of literature. A noted British historian, Alan 
Robertson, published a three-volume treatise on British maritime 
postal markings. Published in very limited quantities, as are most 
philatelic books, (250 or 500 copies) it quickly increased in 
value. In 1973 Harry Hayes re-published the book, once again in 
limited number, and at an apparently expensive eighty pounds (say 
$150). It is now worth $600 minimum at auction,and it enabled me 
to identify the above cover in auction for the rarity it is - the 
only recorded copy of this mark on cover. 
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This article has not been intended as a litany of my prowess 
at spotting bargains; rather it is proof positive th~t philatelic 
literature more than repays its investment. Next t1me you spend 
$100 on stamps or covers.kick yourself and go out and spend another 
$100 on literature. You 1 ll never regret it. For t~e one per~on 
whom I may have persuaded, Stanley Gibbons, 343 LJ.ttle Colll.ns 
Street, Melbourne puts out a price list of literature,and they or 
the Society through Vera Trinder in England may ~e able .to help. 

'Don't hesitate: you've already missed yesterday s bargaJ.n and I 
got it! 

THE 1963 CANBERRA PHILATELIC EXHIBITION 

A.G. Salisbury 

The first major philatelic exhibition to be held in Canberra 
was staged by the Philatelic Society of Canberra in the Albert Hall 
from 22nd to 24th November 1963, as part of the official programme 
to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of the 
City of Canberra and the fiftieth anniversary of the first issue of 
Commonwealth postage stamps. 

The co-operation of the Department of the Interior in making 
the Hall available free of charge was a contributing factor in 
ensuring the success of the Exhibition, which was officially opened 
by the Secretary of the Department, Mr R. (later Sir Richard) 
Kingsland, with the late Mr R.P. Hyeronimus as President and 
Mr A.G. Salisbury as Secretary. 

The printed catalogue of the Exhibition records a foreword by 
the then Postmaster-General, the Hon. C. S. W. Davidson, and ~i ~es 
details of 32 exhibits, which were displayed on a non-c~mp~t1t1ve 

basis by prominent Australian philatelists, who had been 1nv1ted to 
do so. In addition, the Australian Post Office and ten. overseas 
postal administrations provided archival and display materJ.al. 

An official post office was open at the Albert Hall for the 
duration of the Exhibition, with Mr A. Mills, of the Sydney 
Philatelic Bureau, as Postmaster. The Society provided a three
colour souvenir cover, and a special commemorative po~t~ark, 38mm 
in diameter, was used to cancel 2,661 ordinary, 2 cert1f1ed and 56 
registered mail articles over the three days. 

Because of the amount of advance publicity, the Exhi?iti~n 
attracted large numbers of visitors, and considerable attentJ.on J.n 
the Australian philatelic press. Detailed reports were.also no~ed 
in publications from Britain, the United States of AmerJ.ca, IndJ.a, 
Pakistan and Singapore. 
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THE FOURTH NATIONAL PHILATELIC CONVENTION 

Paul Barsdell 

The biennial National Philatelic Convention staged by the 
Philatelic Society of Canberra is becoming a feature of the· 
Australian philatelic calendar. The Fourth Convention was held 
over the three days of the Canberra Festival long week-end from 
15th to 17th March 1986. This was the first time that the 
Convention had spanned three days and, despite some misapprehension 
about attendances on the Monday holiday, activity was brisk 
throughout the Convention. 

This year, the whole Convention was held in the Canberra 
General Post Off ice. The Post Off ice is ideally located in the 
centre of Canberra and has the space and facilities to accommodate 
a philatelic convention of this size. The large well-lit mail
sorting room had been cleared to accommodate the majority of the 
exhibition frames and the dealers' tables. Several other rooms on 
the ground and first floors were also made available for the 
Convention. It was a mutually beneficial arrangement, as many of 
the people who attended the Convention also visited Australia 
Post's Philatelic Exhibition, which featured Australian Antarctic 
Territory stamps. Australia Post also ran a philatelic sales 
counter, at which a special Convention postmarker was in use. Mr 
R. Rodda, the Postmaster, and his staff were extremely helpful 
throughout the Convention and in the lead up to it, and the success 
of the Convention was due in no small measure to their help and co
operation. 

The heart of the Convention was a State-level philatelic 
exhibition,run under the auspices of the A.C.T. Philatelic Council 
and with the support of the Australian Philatelic Federation. The 
Convention Committee received 74 entries from around Australia, and 
there were an additional ten non-competitive entries submitted by 
the judges and apprentice judges. Mr A. Salisbury of Canberra was 
the Chairman of the Panel of Judges, which included Mr D. Brennan, 
Dr E. Druce and Mr S. Wilson of Canberra, Mr N. Sheppard and 
Mr W. Ilbery of Sydney, and Mr A. Bunn of Melbourne. The three 
apprentice judges were Mrs E. Bodley, Mr T. Frommer and 
Mr D. I. Smith, all of Canberra. The judges were given details of 
the exhibits about two months before the Convention, to enable them 
to study any areas with which they were not completely familiar. 

There was a wide diversity of subjects represented in the 
seven competitive classes, and the overall standard of exhibits was 
high. A feature of the exhibition was that 41 exhibits (55%) were 
entered by people exhibiting for the first time. The Society had 
encouraged such people to enter this exhibition, as there have been 
few opportunities in Australia to enter serious exhibitions below 
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There's a Whole World of Reading in 

STAMP NEWS 
(Australia's Brightest Philatelic Magazine!) 

Each month since 1954, "Stamp News" has b~ought its.rea~ers th.e latest news, in
formed comment· and in-depth articles on a vanety of phlla~ellc subjects, assembled 
by an expert team of writers, correspondents and contnbutors from all over the 
world. 

The magazine circulates in more than sixty countries worldwide and has earned a 
reputation tor serving the best interests of collectors and the stamp trade. Each month, the 
magazine carries the most up-to-date report of world-w1de new stamp 1ssues, ma1nta1ned by 
computer and a worldwide network of correspondents. 

Among our regular columnists is Alan Salisbury who writes each month on specialise,d 
aspects of Australian Commonwealth philately. We have a m?,nthly feature on Austr.alia Post s 
archival collection and tor the postal stationery collector Selected Stationery by Gary 
Watson. 

For the thematic collector, there is our popular feature "Th~.World of Thematics" ~~d for 
the investment-oriented, two special features every month: Make Collect1n~ Pay and 
"Market Matters" to canvass the widest poss1ble range of Investment possibilities. 

There are regular news features on happenings in New Zealand, the Sout~.Pacific an~ 
the rest of the world, monthly reports on auctions and a p1~tonal feature call~? Talkabout 
edited by the Crown Agents. There is a monthly feature on Philatelic Forgers as well as fre
quent reports about stamp trade activities. 

For the beginner, our monthly "Be,ginners Start Here" column is essential reading and 
our long-running "Cinderella Corner' w1th 8111 Hornadge has broken new ground 1n 
Cinderella collecting. 

The latest philatelic books are reviewed each month and there is a special column for 
reports of Australian and New Zealand philatelic soc1et1es. 

Newly-added features include a Postcard Corner and a Coin .News section. All these 
features are supplemented by regular special editorial features on diverse philateliC SUbJects 
and the advertisements of leading dealers, auct1oneers and po;:;tal adm1n1strat1ons 
throughout the world. 

If you want to get the utmost out of your hobby, you cannot afford to miss a single edition 
of "Stamp News" - Australia's brightest philatelic magaz1ne! 

For a free, sample copy of "Stamp News'', write to the Circulation Manager, 

STAMP NEWS 
P.O. Box 1410, Dubbo, N.S.W., 2830, Au~tralia. 
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National level. It is hoped that many of these exhibitors, with 
the experience of this exhibition behind them, will now take the 
next step and enter a National exhibition. 

The exhibits were mounted by the Exhibits Co-ordinator, 
Mr P. Wood, and another member of the Society, Mr P. Brei tkopf, · 
during the week preceding the Convention. The frames were set up 
in three hours from mid-afternoon on the Friday by a team of 
workers, and judging began as soon as the first class was in 
place. Judging was completed by 11.45 pm, and awards were posted 
on the frames prior to the public opening the next morning. Two 
gold awards, 36 silver awards, 24 bronze awards and eight 
certificates of merit were awarded by the judges. These were 
presented at a buffet dinner held at the Ainslie Football Club on 
the Sunday night. 

The official opening took place at 10.30 am on the Saturday. 
The Minister for Territories, the Hon. Gordon Scholes, M.P., opened 
the Conventio~after an introductory speech by the President of the 
Society. Dr E. Druce, the President of the Australian Philatelic 
Federation, also spoke briefly on the role and work of the 
Federation. The Minister and guests then attended a reception 
given by Australia Post. Mr Scholes, an avid collector himself, 
then spent some hours at the Convention. The 22 dealers present, 
including three from New Zealand, did good trading throughout the 
week-end with more than 2,000 adults and children who attended the 
Convention. 

Four meetings of specialist societies were held during the 
Convention: the Cinderella Stamp Club of Australasia, the Thematic 
Society of Australia, FRAMA Friends Group and the Sarawak 
Specialists' Society/Malaya Study Group. Although such meetings 
take place at International and National exhibitions, this was a 
new dimension for the Canberra Convention, and is something which 
will be encouraged in the future. 

Mr R. Breckon, Australia Post Philatelic Curator, gave a talk 
on the Australia Post exhibition of Australian Antarctic Territory 
stamps. This was followed by a talk by Mr A. Salisbury and a 
general discussion on exhibiting and judging, which most people 
found both interesting and useful. Afterwards, individual 
exhibitors had the opportunity to make appointments with a judge to 
discuss their particular exhibits. 

Edlins of Canberra held an auction in the General Post Office 
on the Saturday evening. The Cinderella Stamp Club of Australasia 
conducted an auction of cinderella material on the Sunday, and 
Mr D. Brennan held a philatelic literature auction on the Monday. 
The three auctions were complementary and were important features 
of the Convention. Junior collectors were not forgotten. Mr A. 
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Wells, who co-ordinates A. C. T. junior philately, gave a talk to 
about 50 young collectors. He then ran an auction for them, with 
maximum limits, to prevent over-spending. Four junior collectors 
also had exhibits mounted in a special display as an adjunct to the 
main exhibition. 

In the 1984 Convention, the Society featured a special event 
involving the carriage of mail by a goat and cart driven by A.B.C. 
personality, Mike Hayes, of "Prickle Farm" fame. At this Fourth 
Convention, the Society combined with the Zone 16 Pony Clubs to 
have mail carried by young Pony Club members to the General Post 
Office from the sites of post offices which were in existence one 
hundred years ago: at Canberra (now Ainslie), Jeir, Lanyon and 
Ginninderra. The four teams of riders converged on a place near 
the Post Office, and then rode en masse to the Post Office, where 
the mail bags were handed to a postal official. The mail was then 
postmarked with the Convention postmarker. 

The specially-printed envelopes carried by the pony riders 
were franked with 33c stamps and postmarked with the Convention 
postmarker. They also bore on the front a Pony Mail label stamped 
with a cachet with the name of the old post office site from which 
they were carried. These envelopes, the Pony Mail labels in 
miniature sheets of six, and other items, are still available for 
sale from the Society. 

Despite the plethora of other activities associated with the 
Canberra Festival, which tended to divert attention from the 
Convention, the number of people attending surpassed the Society's 
expectations. Although more attention was paid this year to 
publicity, the increased attendance can be attributed largely to 
the mailing by Australia Post of an invitation to all people on its 
mailing list in Canberra and the surrounding region, to attend 
Australia Post's Philatelic Exhibition and the Convention. There 
was an added enticement. By depositing the invitation in a special 
post box in the main Convention room, the person to whom it was 
addressed had the chance of winning a prize donated by Australia 
Post. There was a drawing at the end of each day. 

There is no doubt that the Convention was a success. 
Attendance figures were higher than expected, the location was 
ideal, the Convention ran to budget and there were few problems, 
and none of any great importance. Credit is due to all the members 
of the Society who contributed to the Convention in one way or 
another, and particularly to the members of the Convention 
Committee, who had been planning the Convention for about fifteen 
months. 

We look ahead now to the Fifth National Philatelic Convention 
which will be held in Canberra General Post Office in March 1988. 
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HEIDELBERG COlOUR CONTROL STRIPS 

Ken Sparks 

Editor's Note: Mr Sparks, of North Balwyn, Victoria, is an 
Engineer by profession. His philatelic interests span from the 
early postal history of England and Australia to some aspects of 
modern philately. Though having decided at an early age not to 
follow his father's career in the printing industry, he has 
retained some interest in the printing aspect of the hobby. 

Like other collectors, I have been interested in the "gutter 
strips" that we encounter today. Having had an opportunity to 
observe a Heidelberg Speedmaster, similar to the one at Cambec 
Press, in action, I was encouraged to research the matter further. 

The Heidelberg Computer Press Control relies on a special 
print control strip to ensure a continuous monitoring of the output 
control relationship. As will be explained later, part of the 
control strip is used by the platemaker and the pressman in the 
setting-up process. During the actual printing, the pressman takes 
a printed sheet, and places it on a nearby work-bench. The work
bench has a sensing eye mounted on a straight track which enables 
it to be moved along and over the printed colour strip in order to 
measure colour densities and, if required, automatically correct 
the ink flow to the appropriate zones. 

There are two types of strip available, which accomplish the 
same objectives that will be explained later. In Australia, the 
SYSTEM FOGRA is commonly seen in the gutter strips produced by 
Cambec Press on its Heidelberg Speedmaster. The other type, SYSTEM 
BRUNNER, has not yet been seen on Australian stamps. 

The ink system on the Heidelberg CPC offset presses, which 
includes the Speedmaster, is divided into separate zones, in which 
the ink flow is individually controlled. The basic print control 
strip is 520 mm long and is split into 16 zones which are 32.5 mm 
long. For jobs such as the Cambec-produced stamps with a paper 
sheet width greater than 520 mm, the colour control strip is 
repeated, with the second cut to length if required. With the 
C.P.C. system, the automatic sensors ensure a continuous evenness 
of production and the accurate duplication of settings for 
reprints. Where unevenness is seen in the density of the inking on 
various fields, this is due to variations in the degree of packing 
on those parts of the plate which are outside the main stamp print 
area. This is analogous to the old "make-ready" process used in 
earlier days. 
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System Fogra Field Layout 
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SOLID COLOUR FIELD ORDER 
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When we examine the gutter strip, we see that it is divided 
into segments or fields whicn are 6mm high by 5mm wide. A 
numbering system identifies the zone. Each zone contains 6~ 
fields, or 13 fields per two zones. For the purpose of 
examination, it is easier if the pattern is examined in "blocks" of 
two zones. The general layout is shown in Fig. 1. 

The primary purpose of the colour control strip is to ensure 
that correct colour density is achieved. For this purpose, there 
is one solid colour field for each colour used in each zone. 

Three basic versions of colour control strips are used:-

U colour - used for up to and including 4 colour processes. These 
colours are identified on the strip as B, C, M and Y (black, cyan, 
magenta and yellow conventionally), even if used for other colours. 
5 colour - for the 5 colour process, where the solid colour field X 
has been added., 
6 colour - for the 6 colour process, where the solid colour fields 
X and Z have been added. The codes X and Z have no special 
significance and have been chosen arbitrarily. 

The fields not used for solid colour control are used for 
other purposes. 

Each colour control strip has 104 fields in its 520 mm 
length. As can be seen from Fig. 1 and the following table, each 
colour control strip has the following number of fields remaining 
after the solid colour control requirements have been met:-

4 colour - 5 per block of two zones or 40 per 16 zone strip. 
5 colour - 3 per block of two zones or 24 per 16 zone strip. 
6 colour - 1 per block of two zones or 8 per 16 zone strip. 

Due to the number of additional fields available, the 4 colour 
control strip has greater capability of passing extra information. 

Apart from the solid colour fields, the types of fields used 
are:-

(a) half-tone fields comprising circular half-tone dots to enable 
dot gain and print contrast to be measured. Half-tone values 
of 40% and 80% are used (40% only on 6 colour version). 

(b) plate exposure fields. Two types are used. One uses fine 
lines of varying thickness and the other contains highlight 
dots of varying density. Small-size numbers are also present 
to help the printer gauge the effectiveness of the plate 
exposure. 
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Publications of 
The Royal Philatelic Society 

of Victoria 

Australian Numeral Cancellations, A Compendium (H.M. CampbeiO $30.00 
Queensland Cancellations & Other Postal Markings 1860- 1913 

(H. M. Campbell) 
South Australia The Long Stamps 1902 - 1912 (J.R. W. Purves) 
Tasmania: The Postal History & Postal Markings, Part 1 (Campbell 

$20.00 
$20.00 

Purves & Viney). A Reprint of the Original1962 edition *.$30.00 
The Postal History& Postal Markings, Part II, (0. Ingles Ed.) 
The Companion to Volume I $20.00 

Victoria: The Postal History of the Port Phillip District(J.R.W. Purves)$10.00 
The Emblems of Victoria 1857- 1863 (J.R.W. Purves) $10.00 
Registered and Too Late Stamps 1854- 1858 (J.R. W. Purves)$15.00 
The Butterfly and Barred Oval Cancellations 1850 - 1855 

(J. R. W. Purves) $ 5.00 
The Postal History of Internees and Prisoners of War in Australia During 

World War II (P. Collas) $15.00 
Commonwealth of Australia Cumulative Index to Source Material 

(W.M. Holbeach) $ 5.00 
J.R.W. Purves, A. D.P., F.R.P.S.L. A Philatelic Bibliography(G.N. Kellow)$ 7.50 
Philately from Australia Cumulative Index Vols. 1 -X $ 3.50 

Vols. XI - XX $ 3.50 
Vols. XXI - XXX $ 3.50 
The Set of 3 $1 0.00 

* NEW PUBLICATION 

Postage & Packing $3 extra per order. Orders over $75 sent Post Free. 

Please Address All Orders To:-

STANLEY GIBBONS AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD 

Suite 412/413 4th Floor, 343 Little Collins Street, Melbourne, VIctoria. 3000. 
TeL 67 3332 (GPO Box No. 863J Melbourne, VIctoria. 3001.) 
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(c) slur/doubling fields with ~ngled lines to permit assessment of 
the dot gain attributable to slur or doubling. This can be 
either measured or visually assessed. In the 4 colour version, 
this occupies three fields, but only one field in the 5 colour 
version. It is not used in the 6 colour version. 

(d) colour or grey balance, where the magenta, cyan and yellow are 
combined to enable comparison with a black half-tone field. 

(e) solid superimposition fields, where the three primary colours 
are combined in pairs to assess the ink trapping. This is 
similar to grey balance, except that only two colours, not 
three, are combined. 

Diagrams of fields (a), (b) and (c) are shown in Fig. 2. 

System 

Control 

Fogra 

Fields 

4 COLOUR SLUR/DOUBLING FIELDS 

K s 

PLATE EXPOSURE 

CONTROL FIELD 
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If we examine again the 16 zones of the basic colour control 
strip in blocks of two, we can see a pattern in which the extra 
fields are used. In Fig. 1 , I have shown the first two zones of 
the control strip. If only one strip is used, they are, of course, 
numbered 1 and 2. If there are two strips used, due to the width 
of sheet, the numbering of the second strip starts at 17, as there 
are 16 zones on the first strip. 

The sequence of fields for 6, 5 and 4 colour printings are as 
set out below:-

SIX COLOUR 

Block or Zones 

1/2 

3/4 

5/6 

7/8 

9/10 

11/12 

13/14 

15/16 

FIVE COLOUR 

Block or Zones 

1/2 

3/4 

5/6 

7/8 

9/10 

11/12 

13/14 

15/16 

Field Types 

Plate exposure of colours M & y 

40% half-tone field in cyan 

40% half-tone field in magenta 

40% half-tone field in yellow 

40% half-tone field in black 

40% half-tone field in X 

40% half-tone field in z 
Plate exposure of colours C & B 

Field Types 
Left Field Centre Field 

Plate exposure X Grey balance 

Slur doubling c 40% and 80% Cyan 

Slur doubling M 40% and 80% Magenta 

Slur doubling y 40% and 80% Yellow 

Slur doubling B 40% and 80% Black 

Slur doubling X 40% and 80% X 

Plate exposure B & C Plate exposure B & c 
Plate exposure M & y Plate exposure M & y 
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FOUR COLOUR 

In this comparison, I have discarded the first (far left) 
field and examined only the centre three fields and the far right 
field, which is combined with the far left field of the next block 
to make two consecutive fields available. (The first field in Zone 
17 combines with the last field Zone 16.) 

Block or Zones Field T;:t:Ees 
Left Fields Centre Fields 

1/2 40% and 80% Black Grey balance 
3/4 40% and 80% Cyan Slur doubling c 
5/6 40% and 80% Magenta Slur doubling M 

7/8 40% and 80% Yellow Slur doubling y 

9/10 40% and 80% Black Slur doubling B 

11/12 40% and 80% Cyan Plate exposure B & c 
13/14 40% and 80% Magenta Plate exposure M & y 

15/16 40% and 80% Yellow Solid superimposition 

If we analyse the above arrangements of fields, we can 
determine how the fields are distributed between the various 
functions. For brevity, I will only detail one of the functions 
for the five colour strip, but all can be analysed in a similar 
way. 

Five Colour Plate Ex2osure Field Anala;:t:sis 

Spare fields per block of two zones = 3 

1 spare on 2 spares 
LHS of block in centre 

Plate exposure X in zones 1/2 
Plate exposure B and C in zones 13/1 2 
Plate exposure M and Y in zones 15/16 2 

Total 7 as in table below 3 4 
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The following table gives a summary of the control field 
functions that are available on the three basic colour control 
strips, and a number of fields that are used for each function:-

Fields available in 16 Zone strip 

Solid colour fields (1 per colour 
per zone) 

Fields available for other functions 

Half tone fields 

Plate exposure 

Slur doubling 

Colour balance 

Solid superimposition 

Total used 

4 5 6 
colour colour colour 

104 

64 

40 

16 

6 

12 

3 

3 

40 

104 

80 

24 

10 

7 

5 

2 

24 

104 

96 

8 

6 

2 

8 

SYSTEM BRUNNER uses the same sequences. However, the internal 
format of the plate exposure control, slur/doubling and half-tone 
fields are different. For example, the half-tone fields are 75% 
and a coarse pattern made up to 50% half-tone dots, instead of the 
40% and 80% in the SYSTEM FOGRA. 

The two systems are, I gather, interchangeable and can be used 
on all Heidelberg offset presses, whether fitted with automatic CPC 
control or not. It is, therefore, quite feasible that one day we 
may see SYSTEM BRUNNER in the gutter strip of our stamps. 
Application on presses from other manufacturers is also possible, 
but the zonal allocation is no longer applicable. 

The assistance of the Australian Heidelberg agents, Seligson 
and Clare, is gratefully acknowledged in the preparation of these 
notes. Any interpretation errors are, of course, mine. 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Mr K.P. Breitkopf writes: 

THEMATICS AT THE FOURTH NATIONAL PHILATELIC CONVENTION 

From the thematic aspect, there were a number of highlights in 
regard to the programme of the Convention. 

The Open Meeting staged by the Thematic Society of Australia 
was well attended, and afforded an ideal opportunity to put faces 
to names and to meet those real people. There was some excellent 
discussion regarding exhibits and judging criteria, and yet the 
point was appreciated by all that thematics should also remain fun 
and be enjoyable. That is not to say that collecting interests and 
displaying are not compatible, but rather a timely reminder that 
exhibiting, while it is an important part of the collecting 
motivation, is not the sole dictate of that interest. I am sure 
that this balance gave considerable reassurance to some of the 
newcomers into thematics who attended the meeting. 

Regarding thematic exhibits at the Convention, there was good 
representation across the thematic field, covering Nature, 
Humanity, Transport, Olympics, Scouts and Chess, among others. 

For the statistically-minded, the following summary provides 
an interesting insight into the competitive displays -

Exhibits 
Awards 

Gold 
Silver 
Bronze 
Merit 
Not judged/no award 

Convention 
74 

2 
36 
24 
8 
4 

Thematics 
10 

4 
4 

Percentage 
13.5 

11.0 
17.0 
12.5 
25.0 

It should be mentioned that judging was based on a State-level 
exhibition, so that exhibits do not compete against each other, but 
are judged against a range of standard criteria. 

For those exhibitors intending to display again in the near 
future, I hope that the information and experience gained for this 
Convention will be of the same immense value as it was for me. 
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POLICE RUNNER MAILS OF IOMA 

Ken Humphreys 

IOMA Patrol Post of Papua was recognised as one of the most 
inaccessible hardship stations during the Australian administration 
of Papua. The commencement of pacification was in 1895 during 
Sir William MacGregor's term of office, when Assistant Resident 
Magistrate J. Green opened a station at Tamata Creek off the 
Mambare River. Green was later to die at the hands of local 
natives in 1897 and eventually TAMATA was closed and IOMA opened 
further up Tamata Creek in 1905. Post Office facilities are 
recorded from 1899 to 1942 but it is to be appreciated that the 
station would be unmanned for long periods of time - in Papua, as 
distinct from New Guinea, there was a paucity of funds and staff. 
I recall in 1959 at Morehead River in the Western District,. there 
were funds to build a European-style house for the Officer-in
Charge, but no funds to build the rest of the new Patrol Post. I 
think the Police and labour barracks, plus the office and store, 
were built from Wharf Maintenance funds, and there never was a 
wharf! 

The 1939-45 War did not affect IOMA to any degree - Japanese 
patrols would have visited the post, but there was little strategic 
value in the area - no food and no population. There was a tunnel 
built in early 1942 from the store down and along to come out in 
the creek bed, but the post was unmanned when the Japanese landed 
at GONA on the sea at 1700 hours on 21st July 1942. I have stood 
at GONA, BONA, DOBODURA and ORO BAY and expected some presence to 
be felt at these past battlefields, but I could feel nothing. Even 
on Red Beach on Guadalcanal, when I visited HONIARA for the 25th 
anniversary of the Marine landings, there was no sense of despair 
at all the lives lost - perhaps Nature masked the pain. There was 
only the heat of a tropical day and the soft splash of tiny waves 
on the sand. 

IOMA was reopened in 1949 but occupation was spasmodic up to 
1956, when staffing levels in Papua greatly improved. The best 
description of the area is in J. Sinclair's book "KIAP" (p. 100), 
and reading of his visit one can appreciate its isolation. In 1962 
cargo was left at the mouth of the Mambare River to be ferried up 
by canoe, and the mail service to Popondetta was by Police 
Runner. IOMA was in daily radio contact by Crammond radio, but 
batteries had to be charged once a week, which required fuel, oil 
and the best of British luck to keep the four-stroke charger 
going. The battery charger was second to the kerosine refrigerator 
in importance, for if the charger broke down, a replacement could 
take three months to reach an out-station. 
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The KOKODA - PORT MORESBY Police Runner Mail service was 
established in December 1904, and ended in October 1949, when 
QANTAS commenced a weekly DH84 Dragon service POM (Port Moresby) -
KOKODA-POPONDETTA (airstrip for HIGATURU). However, the IOMA -
POPONDETTA (now District Headquarters after HIGATURU was 
obliterated in the Mt. Laming ton eruption in 1951) runners stili 
functioned up to 1975. Details after Independence are scant and I 
believe IOMA is now closed. 

For the record, I would like to digress a moment. When 
Mt. Lamington wiped out Higaturu, two pre-war Government officers 
were killed - C. ( Cec) Cowley and W. R. Humphries. The name of 
Humphries is found on various Papuan covers and Cec. Cowley is the 
A.R.M. whose signature is found on the Oroville Police Camp covers 
of 1935, those flown by S. Campbell in the Short Scion VH-UUP. 
C~wley was in charge of the Police camp set up at KIUNGA, on the 
r1ght bank of the Fly River opposite the small airstrip across the 
river. Pilot Campbell lives in North Queensland and the gallant 
little plane rests in a partially-restored state in the Ulster Folk 
and Transport Museum at Holywood, Northern Ireland, having been 
auctioned last at Christies in 1981 for £10,000. 

At IOMA in 1962 there existed a very rough short airstrip 
which was an attempt at better communication in the late 
thirties. But in February 1963, a barge came up the Mambare with a 
small dozer and grader to extend and widen the strip. However the 
new strip was treated only as a medical emergency facility, ~s in 
the two following years, only six light planes and one helicopter 
landed there. The record states that no mail has ever been flown 
into or out of IOMA. In 1962 the native Police Constable runner 
(he walked, never ran) would leave IOMA on a Wednesday morning, 
cross the Mambare River, then pass to the east of Mt. Green. He 
then crossed Kajali Creek and the Opi River to the village of 
KORISATA on a tributary of the Kumusi River. Here he would sleep, 
and on the Thursday cross the Kumusi, pass through SOGERI village 
and wait halfway up the Jajau Creek track to SAIHO. At this point 
he would be met by a Constable from POPONDETTA carrying the sealed 
mail bag for IOMA. This Constable would have secured a lift on a 
Administration Landrover from POPONDETTA to SAIHO, and then set out 
north from SAIHO to the rendezvous. SAIHO was where the District 
Medical Officer was stationed, and was the site of the main 
hospital - an unfortunate situation, as the hub of administration 
was at POPONDETTA, and when the rains came it was a tricky drive on 
a slippery dirt road. 

Having exchanged bags, the Ioma Constable would return to his 
post by noon on Friday. Thus IOMA had a weekly mail service that 
was only disrupted when the Kumusi was in raging flood. I would 
expect this postal route to remain the same up to 1975. 
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Jarrett 
Philatelic Service 

PHILATELIC AUCTIONEERS 
. SHOP 84, "THE BRIDGE", WODEN SHOPPING SQUARE, A.C.T. 

P.O. BOX 42, GARRAN, A.C.T. 2605 
PHONE (062) 824852- A/H (062) 918304 

BUYING . 
we purchase all countries: (a) Stamp.s, (b). c<?ms, (cl old letters, 
(d) postcards, (e) medals, (f) any phtlatehc Jtem. . .. 

SELLING . 
We stock an almost complete range of: (a) .Australia, (b) 
British Commonwealth, (c) Europe, (d) Pacific, (f) USA. 

AUCTION 
If your collection is valuable try our nationally advertised 

public auctions. We will get you the best price available. 

VALUATIONS 
Our professional valuers will give you an accurate appraisal. 

Reasonable rates. 

TELEPHONE OR WRITE- TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR MAIL 
ORDER SERVICE! 
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There exist on IOMA/POPONDETTA covers two types of "IOMA" 
cachets. The earliest is an unframed IOMA and the other a boxed 
IOMA, as shown below:• 

10M A fiOMA J 

These handstamps have been seen to cancel adhesives, and are 
found clear of stamps on the obverse, and used as a receiving mark 
on the reverse. Non-philatelic covers from IOMA are scarce as the 
population besides the O.I.C. totalled onetrader - George Chester -
in the years 1949 to 1968. Chester operated a small trade store in 
an old house in a disused rubber plantation one kilometre from 
IOMA. He shot himself in 1968 when he suspected he had cancer of 
the prostate. There are thus two European graves left there at 
least, the other being the remains of A.R.M. Green. His grave was 
moved from old TAMATA to IOMA sometime in the late fifties. I 
would expect the mailbag to POPONDETTA to contain an average of 
three covers per week, giving a high scarcity rating but not a high 
score in philatelic importance. Pre-1975 mail from many out
stations simply has not survived, and does not appear to be sought 
after by Papua New Guinea collectors, who appear to be content with 
First Day Covers. 

The IOMA handstamps were not official Administration or Post 
Office issue - they could be classified as "private" cachets (c .f. 
Tin Can Mail) provided by an unknown Patrol Officer. They are not 
Relief cancellers, and were tolerated by the POPONDETTA Postmaster, 
W. Kerr, in 1961-63. Their probable use was from 1952 to 1967, as 
in 1967 a framed A.D.O. IOMA cachet appeared (Assistant District 
Officer), which indicates that IOMA was upgraded from a simple 
Patrol Post to a Sub-District Office around that period. 

The main reason for the use of the handstamps was to identify 
hand-written notes - termed a "PASS" - sent from IOMA throughout 
the area to villages, Anglican missionaries, traders and to 
POPONDETTA. These "passes" were commonly used as permits to 
travel, and to prove that one had a reason for being outside his 
village. Passes were used for all manner of things, even being 
used as a shopping list for the house-boy at the Burns Philp or 
Steamships store. If a IOMA area villager wanted to visit 
relatives or friends in POPONDETTA, he would ask the Patrol Officer 
for a pass to prove that he was in POPONDETTA on personal business, 
should his presence be questioned by the Police in town. The IOMA 
cachet would give strong confirmation that the pass was genuine. 
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At IOMA there was very little work to do, except to visit the 
villages on patrol. Most out-station life is boring for the 
Interpreters, Police Bugler (office messenger), and the 
office/store employees, so mail days give a little bit of 
employment for everyone. In 1962 it was the practice for the Chief 
Interpreter, TAIGA, to hit all mail and passes with the IOMA 
cachet, and it would not concern him if stamps got in the way. I 
would suspect that many collectors over the years have written to 
out-stations, asking the Officer-in-Charge to postmark prepared 
covers with whatever station hand-stamps seemed fit. The collector 
then had secured an interesting unique "postmark", and as the years 
roll on and the cover changes hands, who is to know the background? 
Sometimes in my own collecting sphere I feel the urge to write to 
the addresses on cards and covers from the early years of this 
century, and to ask the householder just what did really happen to 
the cover. 

So in actual fact, there can be no significance attached to 
these handstamps of Papua New Guinea - the items in question were 
the play-things of IOMA. The majority of non-Post Office out
stations did not have identity hand stamps. Examples, similar to 
the IOMA types have been recorded from KIKORI, MOROBE, WABAG, 
BULOLO and KOKODA. In the Western District I never saw even a dry 
stamp pad outside DARU and BALIMO - some stations were so isolated 
that there was no need for passes, as no one dared to leave the 
Patrol Post unless with a Police escort. I still recall the shock 
of seeing four incoherent and starving native Police arriving by 
canoe at Lake Murray, having been separated from their Officer 
somewhere along the Strickland River. 

I have no doubt that, even today, there are Police Runner 
Mails being operated throughout P.N.G. These will go unrecorded, 
so in this article I have attempted to set out the raw postal 
history of the IOMA MAIL. . 
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